1. INTRODUCTION The complexity of a computational problem can be rigorously defined only in a model of computation including the description of the input information and the set of permissible primitive operations of which the solution algorithm must be constructed. The complexity of an algorithm is then defined as the number of primitive operations (they may be counted with weights) used in its program. If the input is available approximately or is incomplete the answer can be found only within certain error bounds. One may now consider all permissible algorithms (if there are any) to evaluate the solution within these bounds. The minimal complexity of such an algorithm is called the complexity of the problem. Rigorous definitions and detailed discussion of this concept can be found in Traub and Woiniakowski (1980) . This paper deals with the Kolmogorov complexity of evaluation of a continuous function. The concept of the Kolmogorov complexity (which in the rest of this paper is referred to as simply "the complexity") fits naturally into the general framework outlined above. For a continuous function y = f(x) one may consider both x and y represented approximately, with prescribed finite numbers of binary digits; the algorithm of evaluation can be described as a sequence of operations on binary digits with primitive operations being the elementary binary functions. Rigorous definitions are given below.
Let B, be the set of n-dimensional binary vectors, i.e., all vectors of the form5= (6, 52,. . . , &), 6 = 0, 1. The minimal number of occurrences of the elementary functions needed for such a representation will be denoted Camp(+), the complexity of 4. The 16 elementary functions are interdependent and this fact may be used to modify the definition of the complexity, e.g., by considering only the superpositions of the logical functions & and 1. However, such modifications will be insignificant in our estimates of the complexity since we will be interested only in its orders of magnitude. Now letf: [0, l] + [ -1, l] be a continuous function and let X, denote the set of all numbers of the form {v. 2-", v E Z}. For natural n, m, one can associate with f a discrete function 4: X, fl [0, l] --f X, n [-1, l] defined by the formula
where [xl,,, means x rounded off to the nearest number from X, with the absolute value not exceeding that of x. We shall call this function 4 an e-representation (E > 0) of f if m and IZ satisfy the inequalities 2-" s e/2, 2-" 5 8, where 6 is any number corresponding to e/2 in the definition of continuity; i.e., 1 x1 -x2 1 < S implies ]f(xr) -f(x2) 1 < e/2. The points of the meshes X, and X, can be identified with the finite vectors of their binary coordinates. Accordingly, 4 may be viewed as a Boolean function. This justifies the following definition:
Comp(J E) = min{Comp( 4) : 4 is an e-representation off}.
The complexity of a class K of functions is defined by
The first results on the complexity of Boolean functions were obtained by Shannon (1949) . For continuous functions, the theory was initiated by Kolmogorov and his associates (see Kolmogorov, 1962) . Shannon observed, in particular, that the number of Boolean functions whose complexity does not exceed a given value can be effectively estimated from above, so that if the cardinality of a class of functions is large, its complexity cannot be too low. In the continuous case, the corresponding inequality is Kolmogorov (1962) and Ofman (1963) and their orders were either equal or close to the lower estimates based on the e-capacity and derived from (1). (The proofs of these results were first published only in a recent survey by Asarin (1984) .) In particular, the exact order of complexity was obtained for the class Wk = {f: [0, l] --, [-1, 11, f@-') is abs. continuous, ess supif (')(x)l 5 1).
On the other hand, it is well known (Birman and Solomjak, 1967 ) that a wider class,
has the same order of e-complexity as WL (Another proof of this result can be found in Hiillig, 1980.) One may conjecture that the complexity of both classes is asymptotically the same, too. The proof of this conjecture is the main result of this paper. In the following theorem r is not necessarily an integer. For a nonintegral r > 1 we define WI as a class of functions f:
where g(x) E L1 [0, 11, 11 g llL, 5 1, and P(x) is a polynomial of degree [r] .
One can notice, both in Asarin (1984) and in our proof below, a certain parallelism, rather heuristic than formal, between the evaluations of e-complexity and e-entropy. In fact, in our proof we use some general ideas from Hiillig (1980) . At the same time, an essential conceptual difference is that one can determine the e-complexity of an individual function while e-entropy can be evaluated only for a class. Technically, an e-entropy problem is usually solved by reduction to a finite combinatorial problem while for Ecomplexity one should end up with a discrete algorithm.
2. SOME BASIC FACTS ABOUT THE COMPLEMTY 2.1. For any 4: B, + B,
where C does not depend on m and n. Shannon (1949) showed that for "almost all" functions this estimate gives the precise order of the complexity. On the other hand, for some special 4 one can find essentially better estimates .
2.2 For 4: B, + B1 let (4) 2.3. Definitive estimates for the order of complexity of functions 4 with given (4) were found in Lupanov (1965) . We use the following result fromthispaper:if2"It 52"-',O<a < 1,then
where P(t) = -Q log (Y -(1 -cy)log( 1 -a), cr = t. 2-". Unlike (3), the proof of (4) is based on a highly sophisticated construction. 2.4. Addition and multiplication of two II-digit binary numbers can be treated as Boolean operations defined on B, X B,. Their complexities can be estimated as 0 (n) and 0 (n'), respectively, by considering "the standard' methods. While it can be proved that for addition 0 (n) is the exact order, there are better estimates for multiplication, but O(n') will suffice for our needs. This estimate can be extended to the case of a continuous piecewise polynomial function f(x) (we shall need only the knots represented by finite binary fractions, in which case this extension is quite obvious).
PROOFOFTHETHEOREM
We shall use the representation of the class WF through B-splines (for basic facts about B -splines, see de Boor, 1976 The following lemma summarizes the well-known approximation properties of splines and basis properties of B-splines. Its proof can be found in Hollig (1980). 
Using (8) and (13) we can estimate the error in approximatingfby its partial sum fi = Zf&:
To COnStruCt g.(x) we start with fN(x) and for k > II Set bkv = [o&r+h(k-.)I. For k % II, we define bk, inductively, starting with k = 0. First we round off a00 and a~], replacing them by boo = [a&Jmrl and bol = [u&,,~I, respectively. The resulting change in fN(x) can be compensated by changing appropriately the coefficients {ulV}. Then we round off the new values, {cily} to bl, = [til,]tmrl. Then we compensate this change by changing {a~~}, then round off the new {&}, etc., until we finish at the rounding off {&,} to {b,,}. All this is possible since for all k the linear span of {Mk+ 1, "} contains the span of {i&, V}. It follows from (13) that the change in the coefficients at the kth step, Cikv -akV, is of the same order as the preceding round-off error, bk-l, y -&-l,v. Therefore, for k 5 n, This proves (iii) for k 5 n and for k > 12, (iii) is obvious. To prove (iv) we first observe that
For k 5 n all changes are compensated except for the last step. For the last step we have which completes the proof of Lemma 2. Now we proceed to the proof of the theorem. To this end we observe that it will suffice to prove it only for a sequence of the form E = const * 2-"', n= 1,2,. . . . So letf E W'; and let n be a natural number. Let 2-"' = E. We want to construct a discrete function representing f with the accuracy 0 (E) and then estimate its complexity. Note first that we can evaluate gn (x) instead of f(x), with an error 0 (e) . Since g, satisfies the Lipschitz condition with the constant independent off, we can take g, ([x] ,,) instead of g,(x), thus committing another error 0 (E). Then we can also round off all
and, because of (13)) the total error will still re-main 0 (E). All B-splines M&) can be obtained from a single spline M(x) by a translation and scaling:
M(x) is symmetric about the origin and has support on [-r/2, r/2]. So for any given x and k, summation in Y can be restricted only to the values
For v from the range (15) and k fixed, we shall treat bkv as a function Y -+ bk( V) to be evaluated (rather than included as a constant into the program of computation). For formal reasons, we will extend this function to the interval of integers from -[(r + 2)/2] to 2k + [(r + 2)/2] by setting 0, 2k] . Any Y from this extended interval can be represented as a binary vector of length k' = k + O(log r) (one symbol can be reserved for the sign). Because of (12)) all 1 bkv 1 5 Cl. It follows then from (10) and (11) We have to estimate the complexity of this algorithm. The evaluation of each vh, with all numbers represented in the binary arithmetic, has the complexity 0 (k ') s 0 (N) = 0 (n), according to 2.4. The number of these evaluations is also O(n). So the total complexity of step (a) is 0 (n2) = O((log(l/e)*). Similarly, step (d) has the complexity O((log(l/e)3). By 2.5, step (b) has the complexity O(N-(log(l/e)2'+')) = O((log(l/e)2+2). As we see, these three steps have negligible orders of complexity compared with the order asserted in the theorem (that is why we could use a priori exaggerated estimates at certain places).
Let us now estimate the complexity of a single evaluation of bk( v). We can assume, without loss of generality, that all 1 bk,( 5 1 (this can be always achieved by evaluatingf(x)/C1 instead of f(x)). Then Since aN < n and r -1 -A > 0 the last expression is 0(2"/n). Combining this fact with the estimate for k I n we see that the total com-plexity of evaluating all {&} is 0 (2"/n) =: (l/e)'/'/log(l/e), which completes the proof.
